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Part 1 Today’s word
Deserve /di�z��v/

Part 2 Examples
1 After all that hard work, you deserve a holiday.
2 Chris deserves our special thanks for all his efforts.
3 I hope they get the punishment they deserve.
4 They certainly deserved to win that match.

Part 3 Practice
A Slowly, with three stresses, use a rising tone on the second syllable of ‘deSERVE’ and a falling tone on

the first syllable of ‘HOliday’:
// YOU deSERVE // a HOliday. //

B A bit faster, with three stresses, use a falling tone starting on the first syllable of ‘HOLiday’:
// YOU deSERVE a HOliday //

C Faster again, with two stresses at different speeds. Make the words in capital letters loud and clear, and
all the other words soft. Start a falling tone start on ‘HO’ and continue over ‘liday’.

C1 // YOU deserve a HOliday // 120
C2 // YOU deserve a HOliday // 200
C3 // YOU deserve a HOliday // 300

D Look at the table below. Add two sentences of your own  in rows 4 and 5. In pairs, say the sentences to
each other. As you listen to your partner, make sure that ‘deserve a’ is soft and unclear, and that ‘YOU’,
‘MEAL’ and the first syllables of ‘holiday’ and ‘present’ are loud and clear. 

1 YOU deserve a HOL iday

2 YOU deserve a PRE sent

3 YOU deserve a MEAL iday

4 YOU deserve a

5 YOU deserve a

Part 4 Pairwork
1 Now we will add a reply to these sentences. 

In pairs, take turns saying A and B’s parts.

A // YOU deserve a HOliday //
B // oh THANKyou // will you PAY for it //
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2 Now make similar replies to the other sentences
in the table, and practice them in pairs.

A // YOU deserve a PREsent //
B // oh THANKyou // 

A // YOU deserve a MEAL //
B // oh THANKyou //

A // YOU deserve a .......................... //
B // oh THANKyou //

A // YOU deserve a .......................... //
B // oh THANKyou //

➤ Hint: bonus, hug,
reward, gift, freebie


